
Archives	Minutes	4-11-18	

Sadie Somerville, Maria Burslem, Ellen Dolmetsch, Hans Francke, Allan Kleban, Pat Morrison, Liz Jones-
Minsinger –Curator 
Sadie was voted onto Archives as convener. She announced that Ellen Dolmetsch was elected 
as our new Archives Committee Member and welcomed her to the meeting. We hope that 
Elaine Hickey will continue to work with the Archives and the Museum as a volunteer. 

Lisa Mullinax accepted to continue to be Chair of the Arden Archives Committee 

Liz Jones Minsinger (our curator) welcomed a guest, Scott Bowers, to our meeting. He has 
photos and more information on his family who lived in Arden in the 30’s and the 50’s. He spoke 
about his family tree and had questions about some of the people in the photos. 

Tom Guiler lecture on for Sunday, April 15 at 4:00 is planned. 
Arrange to get a projector to use for his powerpoint slide show. 
We will serve refreshments, Lemonade- Hans and cookies -Maria and Pat 
Sadie has paper goods, Liz put on Twitter, facebook, website 
 
A new display for the ACSM, on the Arden School, was set up in the display window at the 
BWVC 
 
We talked about ideas for the upcoming exhibition on ACRA (70 year old). Some have photos, 
art and craft work, names of people and stories about those who ran programs for children at 
ACRA  
Sand Art, ACRA program 1951, animated movies that Hardy Hoegger made with kids. Cookie 
Kelly did film on ACRA 
Suggested doing a program at museum to interview kids older and younger for something to go 
into exhibit? How many ACRA people are still in Arden? 
 
Nalleli Guillen, a Winterthur volunteer, will help with the Archives collections management for 
experience. She will work with Liz on Tuesdays. 
June Kleban Videos on different format Someone who can transfer to DVD? Ellen knows 
someone who di work for Tower Hill. Sue Oldenberg 
 
Dates that we need Museum sitters May 6 and 13 
 
Liz reported that the Airtable workshop went well. 
Oral Histories: 
Maria has spoken to Mike and Hugh Roberts about doing an interview. Sadie will send her the 
Oral History Questions. 
Pat suggested getting people to sit and tell their Arden Stories on Tape. 
 
 
 
	


